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TILE GROUPS FOR MARCH 2023 
NOTE: 
Tile Groups include the collection sets for single tiles (generally 1024x1024 or 512x512) or 
packaged with textures of the same suit (all wood set or all Fractal blocks).  A suit packaged 
will include the single tiles, a set of quad groups textures, and possible a few of multiple tile 
patterns.    
 
These textures can be purchased with full permissions individually at AJ’s Texture Gallery in 
the Milda Region. The individual images, masks and templates used to make the final images 
are also available.  You can view and purchase them individually or at a discount of all items 
per vendor.  If you’d like to have a customs collection set at a discount, send me a notecard of 
the items you’d like packaged together.   
 
Demo objects are a table with the texture applied to the top or a two pair block object.  The 
horizontal and vertical scaling is noted with the demo. The table is either 1x1 or 4x4.  The 
smaller block is 1x1 all sides and the larger block is 3x3 all sides.  
 

 
Touch the object to change the texture.  The object has a 3-hour life span.   
 
Full permission textures come with a HUD with links to the zip file for download on Google 
Drive. Other links include the TOS, product information, and other storefronts.  
 
FEATURES 
Full Permission textures with Download HUD. Inworld discounts. 
Demonstration objects available. PNG format. 

 
TOS 
My general TOS comes with this product.  A complete listing of my TOS in PDF can be found 
at https://thunderchild.net/SL/doc/TCGWS-TOS.pdf .  Refer to the Second Life Terms of 
Service https://www.lindenlab.com/legal/second-life-terms-and-conditions.  

UNPACKING  
New version of Items come in a crate with a label on one side. The label changes on touch and has the product label, a blank, and 
any information that applies. The crate is Copy Only, even with FP textures. 

CasperVend items will probably show up in your Objects Folder. You'll need to rez the box and open it to copy to your inventory. The 
same type of box is also delivered by SL Marketplace, and it will go to your Received Items Folder in your Inventory. FP texture 
come with a HUD for Zip File download of all textures. 

AVAILABILITY & ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
The homepage is https://thunderchild.net. Special arrangements and designs are available by contacting me, the artist in-World 
(Thunderchild Allen aka AJ Leibengeist).f 
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